TRANSCENDENTAL KARMIC ASTROLOGY SEMINARS IN THE HEART OF LONDON
BY ZSUZSANNA GRIGA
Introduction to Transcendental Karmic Astrology
Three full day seminars: January 14, February 4, and March 3.
What is TKA? Modern Karmic Astrology is the 20th century form of an ancient tradition, which
claims that the multi-dimensional soul is eternal, it incarnates in numerous times, and its aims,
talents, and karmic wounds can be delineated from the natal chart. Transcendental Karmic
Astrology is the 21st century version of it, which has evolved as a result of the new astronomical
discoveries of the two celestial belts: the Asteroid Belt and the Kuiper Belt. TKA accepts the
basic premises of Karmic Astrology while utilizing the tight orb asteroids, Centaurs, and fixed
stars, which are the karmic triggers in a natal chart. I have been doing karmic readings based on
TKA in London, Budapest, and Miami since 2003. Please see my website for more information
www.the-dreamweaver.com, or email me at zsu@best4web.com.
Part I (10 am - 5:30 pm, January 14, 2012): The Natal Chart as the Cosmic Blueprint
 Incarnation: the karmic process of soul evolution
 A short introduction of the karmic interpretation of signs, houses, and aspects
 An astronomical model of the Solar System and the Milky Way
 The four categories of the celestial objects in TKA
Part II (10 am - 5:30 pm, February 4, 2012): Vehicles of TKA: asteroids, Centaurs, and fixed stars
 The most important asteroids
 The most important Centaurs
 The most important fixes stars
 Levels of karma
Part III (10 am - 5:30 pm, March 3 2012): Indentifying Karmic Themes
 Chart delineation using TKA techniques
 Identifying karmic themes
 Putting it all together
 Chart reading practice

Cost: £60 each, £170 if paid in full
Location: 7 Knox Street, London, W1. Minutes away from Baker Street Station
Free refreshments (tea/coffee) will be served at the breaks, and there are many places nearby to go for lunch.

Email: zsu@best4web.com
www.the-dreamweaver.com

